
SUMMARY OF DESIGN BRIEF

 We examine consumption of entertainment technology in the 
International House as an example of Residential College 
life and investigate residents needs and wants and the means to fulfil 

them using new technologies.
 A College environments are a useful sample environment to observe as 

there is a high density of diverse young people who operate 

as a microcosm of student life.

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS 

FINDINGS

Male users typically self report that they are early adopters of 

technology, as well as a desire for larger display sizes.

 Users reported preferring to play video games with those they know 

in person

 Users reported that they played video games for a sense of 

competition.

 Users like strategy games
 Users want story driven content

 The vast majority of people engaged in entertainment technology alone
 Users want customizable technology

 Users are conflicted about their desire for 3D entertainment
 People want to play games with those of the same skill level

INSIGHTS
 Users like haptic feedback and haptic experience

 Users wanted 3D experience but in real space.

OPPORTUNITES
 To develop a community gaming experience

 There is a demand for immersive entertainment experiences
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PERSONA MAGIC CARD PLAYER

Name Rashid

Persona Type Magic card Player

Occupation Medical Student

Age 30

Gender Male

Back story Rashid was introduced to playing magic the gathering by his friends in his first 

years at University.  He liked the game play and collecting game decks.  He is 

always looking for the best card to battle with.  He likes playing with friends.  

He is always using his tablet 

Motivations To play with his friends. 

He wants to collect the best decks.  

He wants to win matches and play challenging players. 

He wants to compare decks.

Frustrations Not many people want to play with him

Not many people know how to play the game

It is not digital/physical appealing

Can’t keep track of wins and loses 

Ideal Experience Card games are popular

He can collect decks and play with others

The games are quantified with a leader board

Quote “I want to play card games competitively”

PERSONA ANIME FAN

Name Sakura

Persona Type Anime lover

Occupation Student

Age 20

Gender Female

Back story Sakura is from Japan.  She has been watching battle card anime like Yu-gi-oh, 

card fight Vanguard, and Pokémon.  She uses computers for watching anime 

mostly and plays online card games with her friends   

Motivations Something physically cute and animated

Wants something that is strategic and allows her to see her fights like in the 

anime

She likes artwork especially fan artwork

Frustrations She wants to play like they do in the anime

Cards are not as colourful and pretty

Cant interact with her card animals 

Ideal Experience She wants a card game with anime realistic images and experiences

Quote “I want to play Yu-Gi-Oh in the real world”

DEFINITION OF ENTERTAINMENT

 Our definition of entertainment is a communal and personal 

activity that provides amusement enjoyment and pleasure.

PHYSICAL LOCATIONS

 Coffee room  Individuals room

VALUES AND QUALITIES

VALUES
 Sportsmanship

 Want people to be active 

QUALITIES
 Stunning gameplay

 Stimulating

 Customisable

 Simplicity of gaming

 Engaging

 Animated

 Interactive

 Friendship

 Strategy

 Immersive environments

 Eye popping

DESIGN CONCEPT and STORYBOARD 

 Most users participate in electronic entertainment alone with the 

exception of gaming so we wanted to create a communal 

entertainment experience.  We wanted to have an immersive 

environment and we felt that the technology most able to do that was 

augmented reality (AR).  

 We wanted to connect the digital and virtual world. 

 We also wanted to take something that was retro and make it modern once 

again.

 We want to change the style of gameplay therefore we explored several 

concepts

Augmented Reality Card game

 Common area Ping pong room

Augmented Reality tank game

1.Users sit down to a table and use a stand to affix their tablets

2.Users set up their cards face down

3.Users scan in or “play” their card by turning them over, a 3d 

model of the monster appears

4. Users then control their monster from their tablet and engage 

in turn based battle

1.

2.

3.
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Similar in principle to the card game, but users build a battle 

ground with QR codes, users then move their card within a defined 

radius dictated by the type of tank and are shown a radius of 

attack.  Players take turns moving and attacking through a 

constructed environment.

 Augmented Reality Common Room

Google cardboard, in combination with 

smartphones could be used to view AR QR 

codes placed throughout common areas to 

create an immersive game in common 

spaces.

 We plan to use Unity game engine as well as Vuforia to create 

the AR images,  game environment as well as the games rules.  
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